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Introduction
An advertisement in DATAMATION (8/79, p.31, see Appendix)
by the IBM Corporation described the Airlines Control
Program (ACP) system used by Eastern Airlines to process
passenger reservations.
In the advertisement, a very brief
description of this system included the following facts:
1.

6000 terminals on-line,

2.

5.6 million transactions per day,

3.

240,000 phone calls per day,

4.

155 messages per second-typical processing rate,

5.

185 messages per second-peak processing rate,

6.

2-3 second response time, at peak processing rate, and

7.

10-11 DASD (disk) accesses per message.

On reading this, one could become intrigued with this
system and could attempt to analyze this system, using only
the meager information given in the ad. One way of doing
this is to use the methods of operational analysis developed
by Denning and Buzen [DeBu78]. Using these techniques, plus
one additional estimated parameter, we are able to provide
several estimates of other properties of the system, including the number of disk drives requied to support the peak
processing rate, the "think time" between successive messages from a single terminal, and estimate on some performance bounds.
This short note describes this analysis and gives some
results for the system described.
It should be noted that
these results have not been validated in any way.
The
author has no knowledge about the real system.
It would be
interesting to see how these resuls compare with the actual
system.
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- 2 Operational Analysis
In [DeBu78], operational analysis of a computer system
is described.
In this article, a system is described as a
network of queues.
The Eastern Airlines system could probably be described by the network model shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Schematic of System Model

some

Using results from operational analysis, we can state
relationships about usage of these devices while the

system is operating at its maximum

processing

rate.

More

specifically,
let Vi be the number of visits per message to
device i and Si be the mean service time per visit to device
i.
Then ViSi is the total demand for device i by a message.
In saturation (peak processing rate), one or more devices is
always busy (call it device b) and the message processing
rate for device b is l/VbSb.
It can be shown [DeBu78]
that
the message processing rate for the system is bounded by the
maximum processing rate of the "slowest"
(bottleneck)
device.
Using the data from the ad we can conclude that in
saturation, the message processing rate, Xo(n), is 185 messages per second, i.e., Xo(n) = 185. Thus, for some device,
b, VbSb = 1/185 = .005405 sec/message.
For a moment, assume
that the CPU is a bottleneck device.
Based on the ad, we
can assume that the average message makes 10 visits to the
collection of disk drives and 11 visits to the CPU
(VI =
11).
Thus Sl = .005405/11 = .000491 sec.
If the disks are
the bottleneck, then a slightly different approach is
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necessary.
Let In = k-2 be the number of disk drives.
If we
assume that accesss to these disks are uniformly distributed
(i.e., Vi = V, i = 2, ••• ,k) and if the mean service times at
each disk are equal (Si = S, i = 2, ••• ,k), then
ViSi

=

VB = 1/185 = .005405 sec.

We know that
L. Vi = mV = 10. Thus, if we knew 5, the mean
disk service time, we could then obtain an estimate for ro,
the number of disk drives required by the system to sustain
the peak processing rate of 185 messages per second. A
resonable value for a mean disk service time
(seek plus
latency plus transfer time) is .030 seconds.
If we assume 5
= .030, then V = .180180 and m = lO/V = 55.5 disks drives.
If m = 55 drives, then V = 10/55 = .181818, VB = .005455 and
l/VS = 183.3 messages per second a If m = 56,
then V =
a178571, VB = a005357 and l/VS = 186.7 messages per second.

Thus, we can say that a model of this system which
meets all of the assumptions given above and which has
parameter values as shown in Table 1 would have a peak capacity of 185 messages per second.
i
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.000491
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.005403

57
.180180
.030
.005403

.005405
185

~

~

~

=

.305405
3.3
56.6
Table 1

Parameter Values for System
In Table 1, Ro(l) is the mean transaction response time
with one transaction in the system (Ro (1) = ~ ViBi ), and
Xo(l) is the transaction processing rate with one transaction in the system (Xo(l) = l/Ro(l)).
The parameter n* is
the number of simUltaneously active transactions for which
queueing at devices is certain to occur (n* = Ro(l)/VbSb).
These data are presented in graphical form in Figure 2.
Table 2 shows the influence of the mean disk service
time on the number of devices required to achieve the peak
processing rate. As before, we assume that the pattern of
accesses is uniformly distributed over all of the drives.
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plot of Throughput Bounds

SI

no. drives

.01
.02
.03
.04
.05

18.5
37.0
55.5
74.0
92.5
Table 2

Number of Drives Required
to Sustain 185 Messages per Second
Non-Uniform Disk Accesses

One possible fault

with

the

above

analysis

is

the

assumption about uniform patterns of disk accesses.
If this
assumption is not valid, then it is probably because one or

more

of

the disk drives are being accessed more frequently

than others.
As an example of this, assume that every transaction required one access to a directory on a single device in addition to accessing (uniformly) the other devices.
If we assume that the mean service time for
the 000directory devices is again .030 seconds, then we can determine the other parameteric values which would be required
for the system to achieve the peak processing rate of 185
transactions per second. Simple analysis, like that done
before, shows that the directory device must have a service
time of .005405 seconds and there must be about 50 nondirectory disk drives.

If the directory device has a mean service interval of
.010 seconds, then we need at least two directory devices,
if the system is to meet the peak performance specification.
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- 5 Response Time Analysis
Operational analysis can also be used to provide bounds
on message response times.
The model used in this analysis
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
Response Time Model
Littlels Law can be used to relate these parameters
follows:

as

n = Xo(n) (Ro(n)+Z)

where n is the number of active terminals, Xo(n) is the mesis the mean message response
sage processing rate, Ro(n)
time and Z is the mean terminal "think ll time.

The information in the ad could be
least

two ways.

interpreted

in

at

One way is to regard the 6000 terminals as

all simultaneously active.

In this case,

we

can

use

the

above equation to compute the mean think time as:
Z

=

n/Xo(n)

- Ro(n)

=

6000/185 -

Z = 6000/185 -

2

=

30.4 sec

3 = 29.4 sec

Another interpretation is to regard 6000 as the number
of terminals connectable
to
the system, but with some
number, m, which is less than 6000 as the number of active
terminals.
Table 3 shows the numer of active terminals as a
function of the think time for both 2 and 3 second response
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This latter interpretation seems to be more reasonable and will be discussed in the next section.
Z

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

m,Ro(m)=3

m,Ro(m)=2

370
1295
2220
3145
4070
4995
5920
6845

555
1480
2405
3330
4255
5180
6105
7030

Table 3

Number of Active Terminals
A Total System Model
The facts given in the introduction, together with the
comments given in the proceeding section can lead to a
model of the entire system, with 6000 terminals as a part of
the model.
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of this model.
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Figure 4
Schematic of System Model

In Figure 4, the Z· I Xo' and Ro' are the think time,
processing rate and response time variables at the level of
phone calls, while Z, XO and Ro are the same variables at
the level of messages (caused by phone calls).
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- 7 From the given information, we conclude that each call
causes 23.3 successive transactions to be initiateda At a
peak processing rate of 185 messages per second, the system
can thus process 7.9 calls per second (or 476.4 calls per
minute).
If we assume an average think time between messages (2) of 10 seconds, then for Ro(n) = 2 seconds, we have
a
per-call-response time of RO'
=
23.3 (10+2)
=
279.6
seconds/call (4.7 minutes/call].
Using Little's Law at the call level, we can then estimate that
a.

the number of simultaneously active calls is 2220 (from
Table 3), and the number of inactive terminals is 6000
- 2220 ~ 3780,

b.

the mean time between calls (Z') is
z'

=

6000/7.9 - 279.6

=

479.9 sec

=

8 min.

At the "typical" processing rate of 155 messages per
second, Xo' (6000) is 6.7 calls per second. At this rate, if
z, the per-message think time, is 10 seconds and Ro(n) is 2
seconds, then n = 155(12) = 1860 active terminals and Z',
the time between calls, becomes 615.9
seconds
(10.3
minutes) .
Summary
In this paper, we have attempted to describe the components of a complex system, using only the meager information found in an advertisement.
Operational analysis has
been the tool which has made this description a straightforward procedure.
It should be noted that this analysis used only one
assumption about the stochastic (probabilistic) properties
of the system, namely that the pattern of disk accesses is
uniform across the disk drives, as noted above.
Because of
this, it is improper to use the above analysis to
'predict'
performance of the system in a changed operating environment.
It is possible to construct a stochastic model which
has as its parameter values those observed for the actual
system.
If the assumptions of the model are satisfied, then
it is possible to use the model to predict performance of
the system.
The main value of the operational analysis approach is
to use the results to gain a high level understanding of the
effects of component properties and interactions on system
performance, especially in a saturated mode of operation.
As can be seen, this analysis is very easy to perform and
requires
little computational effort, even for
rather
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- 8 complex systems. The validity of the approach has been
tested on a limited number of other systems [SchwBDa,
SchwBOb].
As mentioned in the introduction, the author has
no additional information about the Eastern Airlines system
and cannot comment on the validity of the current system.
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Appendix

This appendix is a copy of an advertisement
appeared in DATAMATION, August, 1979, on page 31.
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Notes and observations rrom the IBM Data Processing Division
that may prove of interest to DP professionals
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Easterll •.l,.irlillcs scn:es 10-/, cities ill N COlllllrics. Tlw _O\jrlilw~' COl/trot Program
(.4.CP) C/1{I1JleS aliI BM 3033 Proccssor ill
EoStCTIIS rcsen;oUolI ~'yslcm 10 houdlc 5.6 mil/joll war/sflcliollS
II day.

AC P Makes the lra nsa ctio ns
Fly for Ea ste rn Airlines
··Over 6,000 terminals are online to
thh comput er, generat ing: 5.6 million
transactions :t day, ~ says Howard Hlill of
Eastern Airlines. ~It often processes 155
high.spe ed messages per second - which
would S\vilmp ,I standard operating: system. \\'e need high-pe rforman ce software
~md in ACP we have it:'
The Airlines Control Program (ACP)
is <!csigned for IBM systems \Iith man}'
term innIs and a high volume of transactiull processing. In arldilinn to airline res('tvalinn systems , some applicat ions of
that kind are hotel reservations, credit
:luthorization. car rental reser....ations, po.
lice car dispatchin~. electro nic funds
lransfer, teller memo posting. message
.witching, mill loan paymen t processing.
At Eastern , a~ents can ask foradisp lay
)fni~ht schedul e informlltion, seat avail·
lhilily, an e.\isting pll~senger name me, or

fare data, Hall eA"]Jlains. They can make
reservations or change existing ones. And
the system automlltically comput es the
fare for 85 percent of the tickets issued.
System One. ;IS Eastern (W,I1ls its ACP
system, also suppor ts seat selectio n.
boardin g control, and antoma ted ticketing at more than 100 airports, as well as
nig:ht plan calculations and a number of
seconda ry services. Hlill is director of
System One, wjjich utilizes 18:\1 3033
Processors in Eastern 's Doral Compu ter
Center near its corpora te office in Miami.
and serves 11 regiona l reserva tion
centers.
··We respond to 240.000 phone calls on
llll avera~c day, ,. he notes. "So we need
fa.~t respons e at the terminal even at the
busiest times. \\'hcn ACP is running at its
Cllpacitr of 185 messages a second, it still
respond s \\ithin two to three sel'Opds. Of

course. it is much £lSter than that in normal periods. And bear in mind that there
are.m avera~e of 10 or 11 DASD accesses
per message:·
lhns:lct ions enter System One in random sequenc e, with many terminals competing at once for service at peak times.
ACP incorporates special concepts ofsystem control to meet these extraord inary
requirem ents.
4Reliability is as \'ital as perform ance:
Hall adds. ··M uch of our systemwide operation would g:rind 10 a halt without the
compnt er. Our availability averages 99.7
percent , outside the 10 minutes a day of
downtim e we schednl e for mainten ance.
And we can switch to our bl\ckup 3033
Processor in two minutes or less.
··Without ACP, System One could not
possibly meet our standar ds of perfor.
mance and reliability. ~
AUGUST
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